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SUMMARY

Talented Sales Associate effective at multi-tasking and maintaining a friendly attitude under 
pressure. Efficiently builds loyalty and long-term relationships with customers while consistently 
achieving individual sales goals.

SKILLS

Outlook, Excel, Access/VB, PowerPoint, Visual Basic For Applications, Filemaker Pro, MAXIMO 4.1, 
PeopleSoft, Quicken.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Retail Salesman
ABC Corporation  February 2001 – May 2002 
 Serviced and sold electronics goods and services.
 Participated in ongoing training sessions to learn more about selling, customer service, 

products, product-related technology, store operations, and incentive contests.
 Ordered, shipped and received store products.
 Investigated customer product inquiries.
 Maintained a clean, orderly and welcoming retail environment.
 Maintained sales price displays and product tags.
 Participated in regular store inventories.

Retail Salesman
Delta Corporation  1997 – 2001 
 Greet customers and ascertain what each customer wants or needs Maintain knowledge of 

current sales and promotions, policies regarding payment and .
 Demonstrate use or operation of merchandise.
 Estimate cost of repair or alteration of merchandise.
 Maintained Dairy and Frozen Food Sections, Unloaded/loaded Trucks, Shipping and Receiving, 

pallet Jack/Forklift,.
 Serviceman Order merchandise for four departments Repair windows, vacuum cleaners and 

other miscellaneous duties.
 Described use and operation of merchandise to customers.
 Shared product knowledge with customers while making personal recommendations.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts
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